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censored the softcore and xxx adult genres
to avoid criticism or pressure from the
religious right. Garmon's work has been
controversial, but for a time he was the
most popular television presenter in the
country. Softcore and xxx softcore
magazines tend to be less risqué than
those of xxx softcore, but are more
generalized in nature. Softcore and xxx
softcore magazines typically appear in
between xxx softcore issues and were first
printed in 1972. Two of the most notable
Brazilian sex and softcore magazines are
Os Comandados, which appeared between
1976 and 1985; and Flecheo, which
appeared between 1986 and 1997.
Softcore and xxx softcore magazines are
less regulated than xxx softcore, and most
xxx softcore magazines began publishing
in the early 1980s, well before the
religious right gained influence. At the
turn of the 20th century, they were
published mostly by small firms and small
publishers, but now they are published by



large firms. As a result, there is now a
proliferation of softcore and xxx softcore
magazines, and most magazines are
distributed nationally. Current Period
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